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Abstract

Traditionally, creation and revocation of certificates are
performed manually, by trusted agents, under conditions
that are rarely formalized. This approach to certificate
management is appropriate for many current applications,
where the certification or revocation of certificates is based
on non-digital credentials. But it is expensive, time consum-
ing and error-prone for the growing class of applications
where credentials are digital and may be verified automat-
ically. It is our thesis that what is needed in this situation
is a mechanism that provides for the explicit formulation of
certificate management policies, and for their enforcement.

In order for such an approach to be effective, the range of
supported policies should not be limited to certificate man-
agement regulations alone. It is often the case that an ac-
tivity cannot be fully described and understood indepen-
dently of the management of the certificates it uses. Con-
versely, creation and revocation cannot always be specified
autonomously: they may be called for as side-effects of op-
erations unrelated to certificate management. In this paper,
we will show how a control mechanism, called LGI, can be
extended to support a wide range of certificate management
policies as well as regulations for the various activities that
use these certificates.

1 Introduction

Certificates, by which we mean digitally signed creden-
tials of some sort, are quickly becoming the authentica-
tion method of choice. This is in part due to the advent of
electronic commerce which requires means for establishing
trust between parties which are physically distant from each
other. And it is in part due to the fact that traditional pass-
word schemes are becoming increasingly problematic to use
in large, distributed settings.
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To date, several certificate frameworks [9, 6, 15] and re-
vocation mechanisms [13, 14, 8] have been proposed and in-
tensively studied. What interests us here is an orthogonalas-
pect of certificate management, which has received consid-
erably less attention, namely in what conditions can these
mechanisms be legitimately used.

Creation of Certificates A certificate is signed on behalf
of an organization by a certification authority if a number
of provisions are met. These conditions, which are specified
by a Policy Certification Authority (PCA), generally refer to
the documents needed to certify an identity, or a role [5]; and
typically, PCA verification is carried out manually, off-line,
by a trusted agent. Such an approach is indeed necessary
if certificates are based on non-digital credentials, like birth
certificates, driver’s licenses, or academic diplomas. But it
is time consuming, expensive and error-prone if the required
credentials are digital. In this case, a more efficient approach
would be to automatically verify credentials and issue the
appropriate certificates.

The drawbacks of an entirely manual approach towards
certificate creation can be illustrated by the following ex-
ample. Consider a large, geographically distributed hospi-
tal, which buys part of the medical equipment electronically.
Suppose that this hospital has the following policy regard-
ing the purchase of goods: Only duly certified sale officers
may issue purchase orders (PO); additionally, in order to be
recognized as a valid order, a PO has to be signed by a des-
ignated authority1 [10]. It stands to reason that if every little
purchase is manually signed by the designated authority, the
daily business of the hospital will be bottlenecked.

Revocation of Certificates Certificates might become in-
valid for various reasons and should be revoked. (For ex-
ample, in the hospital scenario presented above, a sale offi-
cer might lose or otherwise compromise his private key, or

1This requirement is often used in practice for the following reasons.
First, it is an effective way for the client organization to ensure that its in-
ternal regulations are followed. Second, suppliers need not be aware of the
structure and semantics of client certificates.



he might join a different company.) Most revocation mech-
anisms rely on the existence of certificate revocation lists
(CRL) maintained by trusted servers. To revoke a certifi-
cate, the owner or another responsible authority, sends the
server a signed message identifying the certificate to be re-
voked. Upon receipt of the message, the revocation server
updates its CRL and disseminate the information [14].

But relying on the certificate owner for revocation is
problematic because he can be entrusted to report an invalid
certificate only in a limited number of cases. And, relying on
a trusted agent, which is usually a person, is expensive, time
consuming and error-prone, as we have already mentioned.
But human intervention is not always needed: as we shall
see, there are cases when revocation can be triggered auto-
matically if a number of conditions—specified by the orga-
nization issuing the certificates—are met.

To illustrate the point, consider again the hospital sce-
nario, and assume that the hospital has the following pol-
icy for entering patient orders: duly certified doctors may
post patient orders; additionally, each doctor may delegate
one nurse to enter orders on his/her2 behalf. Since mak-
ing patient orders is arguably the most important and sensi-
tive operation performed in the hospital, one cannot entrust
nurses to report when their proxy-status becomes invalid.
And since each doctor in the hospital may reappoint nurses
on a daily basis, requiring that each reappointment passes
through a (usually central) coordinator imposes a high de-
gree of strain on the system. An alternative solution could
be to automatically revoke a proxy certificate for a doctor at
the time he makes another appointment.

A New Unified Approach In this paper, we argue that cre-
ation and revocation of certificates could be viewed as any
other on-line service available in a system; and access to
these particular service instances, could be regulated much
in the same manner as file access, surfing the web, or e-
commerce. Certification and revocation policies could be,
then, formally expressed, and enforced by a generic mecha-
nism.

Like traditional access control policies, certificate man-
agement regulations should specify who is authorized to re-
quest what type of service. Example of such regulations,
drawn from the hospital scenario, include: a request to sign
a PO is authorized if issued by a duly appointed sale offi-
cer; and, a request to revoke a certificate for a doctor proxy
is authorized if issued by the doctor in question. To create
grounds to automate those cases that do not require human
intervention, the mechanism enforcing these policies should
also be able to verify digital credentials.

In order for such an approach to be effective, the range
of supported policies should not, by any means, be limited to

2Henceforth, we will refer to hospital employees (sale officers, doctors,
and nurses) as “he” for simplicity.

certificate management regulations alone. It is often the case
that an activity cannot be fully described and understood in-
dependently of the management of the certificates it uses.
A case in point, is our hospital example policy, which begs
the questions: what makes a sale officer duly appointed?
and who, and in what conditions could revoke his status?
Conversely, creation and revocation cannot always be spec-
ified autonomously: they may be called for, as we shall see,
as side-effects of operations unrelated to certificate manage-
ment.

It is our thesis that certificate management is often inter-
twined with the various activities using these certificates. It
follows that it should be possible that regulations regarding
management of certificates be specified as part of the control
policy of the activity making use of these certificates, and
be enforced by the same mechanism. In this paper, we will
show how a control mechanism, called LGI [11], can be ex-
tended to support certificate management services. We will
show how LGI can be used to establish certificate manage-
ment policies as well as regulations for various activities that
use these certificates.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We start,
in Section 2, with a brief description of the concept of LGI,
and in Section 3, we describe extensions to LGI needed to
support certificate management regulations. In Section 4
we demonstrate the proposed techniques by formulating a
fairly complex hospital management policy as law under
LGI. Section 5 presents related work, and we conclude in
Section 6.

2 Law-Governed Interaction (LGI)—an
Overview

Broadly speaking, LGI is a message-exchange mecha-
nism that allows an open group of distributed agents to en-
gage in a mode of interaction governed by an explicitly spec-
ified policy, called the law of the group. The messages thus
exchanged under a given law L are called L-messages, and
the group of agents interacting via L-messages is called a
community C, or, more specifically, an L-community CL.

By the phrase “open group” we mean: (a) that the mem-
bership of this group (or, community) can change dynami-
cally, and can be very large; and (b) that the members of a
given community can be heterogeneous. In fact, we make
here no assumptions about the structure and behavior of the
agents3 that are members of a given community CL, which
might be software processes, written in an arbitrary lan-
guages, or human beings. All such members are treated
as black boxes by LGI, which deals only with the inter-
action between them via L-messages, making sure it con-

3Given the popular usages of the term “agent,” it is important to point
out that we do not imply by it either “intelligence” nor mobility, although
neither of these is being ruled out by this model.



forms to the law of the community. (Note that members of
a community are not prohibited from non-LGI communica-
tion across the Internet, or from participation in other LGI-
communities.)

For each agent x in a given community CL, LGI main-
tains, what is called, the control-state CSx of this agent.
These control-states, which can change dynamically sub-
ject to law L, enable the law to make distinctions between
agents, and to be sensitive to changes in their state. The se-
mantics of control-states for a given community is defined
by its law, and could represent such things as the role of an
agent in this community, and privileges and tokens it car-
ries. For example, under law HM to be introduced in Sec-
tion 4, as a formalization of our hospital policy, the term
role(doctor) in the control-state of an agent denotes
that this agent has been certified as a doctor employed in the
hospital in question.

The rest of this section is organized as follows. We start
in Section 2.1 with a brief discussion of the concept of law,
emphasizing its local nature, and with a description of the
decentralized LGI mechanism for law enforcement. Then
in Section 2.2 we discuss the treatment of certificates un-
der LGI. We do not discuss here several important aspects of
LGI, including its concepts of obligationsand of exceptions,
the deployment of L-communities, the expressive power of
LGI, and its efficiency. For these issues, and for implemen-
tation details, the reader is referred to [1, 11].

2.1 Laws, and their Enforcement

Generally speaking, the law of a community C is de-
fined over a certain types of events occuring at members of
C, mandating the effect that any such event should have—
this mandate is called the ruling of the law for a given
event. The events subject to laws, called regulated events,
include (among others): the sending and the arrival of an
L-message; and the submission of a digital certificate. The
operations that can be included in the ruling of the law for
a given regulated event are called primitive operations. A
sample of primitive operations is presented in Figure 1.

Thus, a law L can regulate the exchange of messages be-
tween members of an L-community, based on the control-
state of the participants; and it can mandate various side ef-
fects, such as modification of the control states of the sender
and/or receiver of a message, and the emission of extra mes-
sages, for monitoring purposes, say.

On The Local Enforceability of Laws: Although the law
L of a community C is global in that it governs the interac-
tion between all members of C, it is enforceable locally at
each member of C. This is due to the following properties
of LGI laws:

• L only regulates local events at individual agents,

t@CS returns true if term t is present
in the control state, and fails otherwise

+t adds term t to the control state;
-t removes term t from the control state;
forward(x,m,y) sends message m from x to y; triggers

at y an arrived(x,m,y) event
deliver(x,m,y) delivers the message m from x to agent y
t@L returns true if term t is present in list L,

and fails otherwise

Figure 1. Some primitive operations

• the ruling of L for an event e at agent x depends only
on e and the local control-state CSx of x.

• The ruling of L at x can mandate only local operations
to be carried out at x, such as an update of CSx, the
forwarding of a message from x to some other agent,
and the imposition of an obligation on x.

The fact that the same law is enforced at all agents of a com-
munity gives LGI its necessary global scope, establishing a
common set of ground rules for all members of C and pro-
viding them with the ability to trust each other, in spite of
the heterogeneity of the community. And the locality of law
enforcement enables LGI to scale with community size.

Distributed Law-Enforcement: Broadly speaking, the
law L of community C is enforced by a set of trusted agents
called controllers, that mediate the exchange of L-messages
between members of C. Every member x of C has a con-
troller Tx assigned to it (T here stands for “trusted agent”)
which maintains the control-state CSx of its client x. And
all these controllers, which are logically placed between the
members of C and the communications medium (as illus-
trated in Figure 2) carry the same law L. Every exchange
between a pair of agents x and y is thus mediated by their
controllers Tx and Ty, so that this enforcement is inherently
decentralized. However, several agents can share a single
controller, if such sharing is desired.

Controllersare generic, and can interpret and enforce any
well formed law. A controller operates as an independent
process, and it may be placed on any machine, anywhere
in the network. We have implemented a controller-service,
which maintains a set of active controllers. To be effec-
tive in a widely distributed enterprise, this set of controllers
need to be well dispersed geographically, so that it would be
possible to find controllers that are reasonably close to their
prospective clients.

On the basis for trust between members of a community:
For a member of an L-community to trust its interlocutors to
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observe the same law, one needs the following assurances:
(a) messages are securely transmitted over the network; (b)
the exchange of L-messages is mediated by controllers in-
terpreting the same law L; and (c) all these controllers are
correctly implemented. If these conditions are satisfied, then
it follows that if y receives an L-message from some x,
this message must have been sent as an L-message; in other
words, that L-messages cannot be forged.

Secure transmission is carried out via traditional crypto-
graphic techniques. To ensure that a message forwarded by a
controllerTx under law L would be handled by another con-
troller Ty operating under the same law, Tx appends a one-
way hash [12] H of law L to the message it forwards to Ty.
Ty would accept this as a valid L-message under L if and
only if H is identical to the hash of its own law.

As to the correctness of controllers, we assume here that
every L-community is willing to trust the controllers certi-
fied by a given certification authority (CA), which is spec-
ified by law L. And, every pair of interacting controllers
must first authenticate each other by means of certificates
signed by this CA.

2.2 The Treatment of Certificates under LGI

Under LGI, all agents are made equal at the time they
join an L-community. This is because the control-state of all
new members is identical—and control-states provide the
only means for a law to make distinctions between agents.
We now explain how an agent can acquire extra privileges
by submitting appropriate certificates.

The submission by an agent x, operating under law L,
of a certificate Cert to its controller, has the following ef-
fect: An attempt is made to confirm that Cert is a valid
certificate, duly signed by an authority that is acceptable to
law L, i.e., an authority that is represented by one of the
authority-clauses in the preamble to the law (See
Figure 3 for an example). If this attempt is successful4, then

4If the the certificate is found invalid then an exception-event is trig-
gered.

a certified-event is triggered. This event, which is one of the
regulated-events under LGI, has as its argument the follow-
ing representation of the submitted certificate:

[issuer(I), subject(S),
attributes(A)].

Here I and S are internal representations of the public-
keys of the CA that issued this certificate, and of its sub-
ject, respectively; and A is what is being certified about the
subject. Structurally, A is a list of attribute(value)
terms. For example, the attributes of a certificate might be
the list [name(johnDoe), role(doctor)], assert-
ing that the name of the subject in question is JohnDoe and
his role in this community is a doctor. Additional compo-
nents of the attributes field include the expiration time of the
certificate, the URL of the server that maintains CRLs for
this type of certificates, a certificate id (used to identify it in
CRLs), etc. (Currently we support SPKI format of certifi-
cates [6]).

What happens when the certified event is triggered
depends, of course, on the law. In the case of law HM of
Figure 3, for example, when a doctor-certificate is presented,
triggering the certified event, first the law attempts to ver-
ify if the certificate has not been revoked and also to mon-
itor any status changes in the future. This is done by send-
ing a monitorStatus(Cert,Freq) request to a certi-
fication authority proxy (CAP), where, Freq is the monitor-
ing frequency. A CAP serves as an interface between com-
munities under LGI and the certification infrastructure they
use. (This is just one facet of the functionality supported by
a CAP. For a full description of CAPs, as well as more exam-
ples dealing with expiration and revocation of certificates,
the interested reader is referred to [1].)

A CAP is trusted to perform the requested checking using
the most recent information available (either via an online
server or by examining the CRL), and to respond via an L-
message status(Stat,Cert),where Stat is the sta-
tus of certificate Cert. And after its first status report, the
CAP will monitor the status of Cert, with the specified fre-
quency. A CAP is trusted to report immediately to the issuer
of this request any change of the status of the monitored cer-
tificate. The effect of such a report is, of course, determined
by the law under which the requester operates, as we shall
see in the example presented in Section 4.

3 Establishing Certificate-Management Poli-
cies

To support the formulation of certificate-management
policies via laws we introduce into LGI two trusted agents:
a certifier and a registrar. Their functionalities essentially
mirror the roles performed by a certifying authority, and by
a revocation server, respectively. More precisely, a certifier,



is a server entitled to sign credentials on behalf of a commu-
nity. And a registrar acts as a repository for certificates, and
publishes information related to their revocation.

The certifier and the registrar differ, however, from their
traditional counterparts, in an essential respect: they serve
only L-regulated requests, where L is the law of the organi-
zation which established them. As we shall see, this feature
makes possible to control, in a formal manner, who, and in
what conditions, is allowed to create and revoke credentials.
We will now briefly describe the types of requests, repre-
sented by L-messages (for any law L), recognized by these
trusted agents.

Certifier Certifiers are designed to respond to requests to
sign arbitrary statements. This type of request is denoted by
messages of the form

certify(Stmnt),

where Stmnt is the statement to be certified.
A certifier, C, responds to a certify request, with a

message

certified(Stmnt,Cert),

where Cert is a digital certificate for Stmnt, signed with
C’s private key.

Registrar As we have mentioned above, a registrar is a
server designed to maintain certificates, and to periodically
publish certificate revocation lists (CRLs). In the current
implementation, beside the digital certificate per se, a regis-
trar also records its LGI internal format. For now, a registrar
recognizes the following set of messages:

• publish(Cert)—which denotes a request to main-
tain and publish certificate Cert;

• revoke(Stmnt)—denotes a request to revoke the
certificate that matches exactly Stmnt. This is done
by checking Stmnt, given as a Prolog-list, against the
LGI internal format of the maintained certificates. If a
match is found, the corresponding digital certificate is
immediately revoked.

• revoke*(Stmnt)—denotes a request to re-
voke all certificates that contain Stmnt. It is a
generalization of revoke, which allows that all
certificates containing a given set of attributes
be nullified in one step. For example, a request
revoke*([requester(johnDoe)]) will
nullify all credentials that have (among others) the
attribute requester(johnDoe).

• test&revoke(Stmnt)—denotes a request to re-
port the current status of the certificate matching

Stmnt, if one is found, and to revoke it. The testing
and the revocation are performed in one atomic step.

The use of all but the last request will be illustrated be-
low by showing how the hospital management policy, intro-
duced informally in Section 1, can be implemented as a law
under LGI. As for test&revoke, we mention that it was
introduced in order to support policies where the rights of an
agent change dynamically as a result of its actions, like, for
example, Chinese Wall [4]. Due to space constraints, we do
not present here a formal example of its use.

4 A Case Study: The Hospital Management
Law

We illustrate here the nature of certificate management
regulations by presenting a thorough description of the
rules governing hospital activities which were introduced
schematically in Section 1. This policy, which we call HM,
for “hospital management”, has the following five points
dealing both with certificate management aspects (points 1
to 3) and with hospital activity, per se (points 4 and 5).

1. The role of the various participants in this activity must
be validated via digital certificates issued by a certi-
fication authority called admin. A revocation server
called pub is entrusted by the hospital with maintain-
ing and revoking certificates.

2. Certificate management is regulated as follows. An
agent, duly certified as a system administrator, is au-
thorized to create or revoke any certificate. An agent,
duly certified as a doctor, is authorized to request the
creation of a proxy-doctor certificate; and he is autho-
rized to request the revocation of any certificate issued
on his behalf. Finally, a sale officer is authorized to re-
quest the certification of a purchase order.

3. Once a submitted certificate is verified, its validity is
to be monitored as follows: certificates attesting sale
officer and doctor privileges are to be checked for va-
lidity every hour, while the other certificates should be
checked every 30 seconds. (This difference in frequen-
cies reflects different expectation about the stability of
the certificates.) Whenever a certificate is revoked,
its corresponding privileges must be nullified immedi-
ately.

4. Only duly certified doctors and their duly appointed
proxies may post patient orders.

5. Only duly certified sale officers may issue purchase or-
ders (PO); for a PO to be valid, it has to be signed by
admin.



We will now show how the HM-policy can be established
under LGI by lawHM displayed, in its entirety, in Figures 3
through 6.

4.1 Establishing Certificate-based Privileges

The fragment of law HM dealing with treatment of cer-
tificates is displayed in Figure 3. This figure has two parts,
specifying the preamble to the law, and its rules. Each rule is
followed by a comment (in italic), which, together with the
following discussion should be understandable even for a
reader not well versed in the LGI language for writing laws.

The preamble to this law has several clauses: First, there
are two authority clauses, which define the authorities
acceptable to this community. Each authority clause pro-
vides the public-key of an authority, and assign it a local
name–admin and pub, in this case–to be used within this
law. As we shall see, admin is trusted to serve as a a certi-
fier and pub as a registrar. Second, there are three alias
clauses specifying addresses for three distinguished agents:
admin, pub and cap. As we will see later, cap is the
certification authority proxy entrusted by this community5

with verifying certificates and monitoring their status. Fi-
nally, there is an initialCS clause that defines the initial
control-state of agents in this community, which is empty in
this case.

Our discussion of this law-fragment is organized as fol-
lows: We start with how an agent that adopted this law can
claim a role—of system administrator, a security officer, or a
doctor—by presenting a specified type of certificate, signed
by the stipulated authority. Second, we show how these cre-
dentials are verified and how the role mentioned in the cer-
tificate is recorded in the control state of the agent via a role
term such as role(doctor).

By Rule R1, when an agent, X, presents a self certifi-
cate, Cert issued by admin, a monitorStatus request
is sent to cap. The privileges implied by this certificate are
conferred to bearer, X, only after cap asserts that Cert is
valid. By Rule R3 this is done as follows. If there is an
attribute in Cert which attests that the agent can play role
R, then this attribute is recorded into control state by a term
role(R); and if there is an attribute N, certifying the iden-
tity of the agent in question, then it is similarly recorded via
a term id(N).

Rule R4 deals with the case when a certificate has been
revoked after an agent X has been granted privileges on its
base. (As mentioned above, such changes are monitored by
cap, and reported as soon they occur.) In this case the cor-
responding role and id terms are removed from the con-
trol state of X, thus effectively preventing X, as we shall see,
from exercising privileges in the community.

5Assumed here to be Bellevue.

4.2 Creation and Revocation of Credentials by
System Administrators

We have shown in the previous section how certificates
can be used to establish terms like role and id into the
control state of their bearers. We shall show now, how these
terms, entitle agents to special privileges; in particular, we
will present a law fragment, displayed in Figure 4, which al-
lows agents having the term role(sys admin), to create
and revoke arbitrary credentials.

By Rule R5, a request addressed to admin, to sign a
statement on behalf of an agent SA, is delivered to admin
only if SA has role(sys admin) in its control state.
Given the way this term was established, this ensures that
only properly authorized system administrators may issue
this type of requests.

The certifier responds with a
certified(Stmnt,Cert)where Cert represents the
signed Stmnt. By Rule R6, such a message is forwarded
to the requester, without further ado. Once a certificate
arrives at the requester, SA, the certificate is immediately
delivered to two agents: (1) to SA, to notify him that the
certificate has been issued; and (2) to pub, which will
publish it (see Rule R7).

Finally, by Rule R8, only an agent having a
role(sys admin) may ask pub to revoke any previ-
ously published certificate.

4.3 Making Patient Orders

We have seen in the last subsection that according to the
hospital policy, system administrators may issue credentials
for hospital employees. Examples of such credentials in-
clude certificates that allow their bearers to assume a doctor,
nurse or sale officer role. We will show now how these cer-
tificates may be used to regulate hospital activity. We start
by presenting how doctor certificates are used to control re-
leasing of patient orders and appointment of proxy-doctors;
and we conclude the example by showing in the next para-
graph how purchasing may be regulated by means of sale
officer certificates.

The sending, by X, of a request toadmin to certifyN as a
proxy-doctor is handled by Rule R9, displayed in Figure 5,
as follows. If X does not have the term role(doctor) in
his control state, then this message is simply ignored. Oth-
erwise the following operations are carried out: (a) if, X al-
ready appointed a nurse, N’, to act as his proxy, then a re-
quest to revoke the proxy certificate of N’ is automatically
delivered to pub on behalf of X; (b) a certifymessage is
sent to admin to request a proxy certificate for N; and (c) a
term proxy(N) is added to the control state of X to record
that N acts now as a proxy for X.

Finally, by Rule R10, a patient order is delivered to a



Preamble:

authority(admin,publicKey1).
authority(pub,publicKey2).
alias(admin,”admin@bellevue.com”).
alias(pub,”pub@bellevue.com”).
alias(cap,”cap@bellevue.com”).
initialCS([]).

R1. certified([issuer(admin),subject(Self),attributes(A)]) :-
if (role(doctor)@A or role(sale officer)@A)

then Freq=[1,hour]
else Freq=[30,s]

do(deliver(Self,monitorStatus(Cert,Freq),cap)).

If an agent presents a self-certificate, issued by admin, cap is asked to check the status of the presented certificate, and to monitor
its status.

R2. sent(cap,status(S,Cert),X) :- do(forward).

Only cap can send status messages.

R3. arrived(cap,status(valid,Cert),X) :- attributes(A)@Cert,
if id(N)@A then do(+id(N))
if role(R)@A then do(+role(R)).

If the certificate is valid, the privileges implied by it are granted, i.e. N, the id of the bearer, and R, the role that X may hold, are
recorded into the control state by terms id(N) and role(R).

R4. arrived(cap,status(revoked,Cert),X) :- attributes(A)@Cert,
if (role(R)@A and role(R)@CS) then do(-role(R))
if (id(N)@A and id(N)@CS) then do(-id(N)).

If a certificate is revoked, then the privileges established on its base are removed immediately.

Figure 3. Fragment of law HM dealing with establishing certificate-based privileges

server only if sent by authorized doctors and their proxies,
i.e. by agents that have either term role(doctor) or
role(proxy doctor) in their control state.

4.4 Issuing Purchase Orders

The purchasing activity of the hospital is regulated by
RulesR11 and R12, displayed in Figure 6, as follows. First,
when an agent, properly authorized to act as a sale officer, is-
sues a purchase order, PO, for a supplier, S, a request to sign
PO is automatically sent to admin. When the certifier re-
sponds, the ruling mandates that the purchase offer together
with its certificate are to be finally delivered to the supplier
(Rule R12).

Discussion We note here that under this implementation
of HM-policy certain certificate management operations oc-
cur without a pro-active cause. For example, the certifica-
tion of a purchase order occurs as a side-effect of a valid re-
quest to issue a PO. Similarly, the revocation of a proxy for
a doctor is automatically requested on behalf of the doctor
in question when he appoints another nurse.

5 Related Work

The concept of a unified, automated control of both cre-
dentials and application is not entirely new. Capabilities,
which are traditionally used for controlling file access in
centralized systems, are automatically generated and dis-
tributed when a file has been created, and are nullified when
a file has been removed. However, policies regarding man-
agement of capabilities were hardwired in the reference
monitor, while here we insist on making them explicit. This
is important given the multitude of applications using cer-
tificates, and therefore the potential diversity of this type of
policies.

Blaze, Lacy and Feigenbaum developed a formalism
called PolicyMaker [3, 2], where, like in LGI, the agent priv-
ileges are determined by the certificates it carries, and are
specified explicitly. Unlike LGI, however, in PolicyMaker
one cannot create or revoke certificates dynamically as a
side-effect of the ruling. As such a number of policies, in-
cluding the HM-policy presented here, cannot be stated in
their formalism.

The only other framework, we are aware of, that con-



R5. sent(SA,issueCredential(Stmnt),admin) :- role(sys admin)@CS
do(deliver(SA,certify(Stmnt),admin).

Only an agent that has the term role(sys admin) in its control state may send issueCredential requests.

R6. sent(admin,certified(Stmnt,Cert),SA) :- do(forward).

Certificates issued by admin are forwarded without ado to the destination.

R7. arrived(admin,certified(Stmnt,Cert),SA) :-
do(deliver(X,publish(Cert),pub)), do(deliver).

Once a certificate arrives, the receiver, SA, is notified of the outcome, and a request to publish Cert is automatically made on its
behalf.

R8. sent(SA,revokeCredential(Stmnt),pub) :- role(sys admin)@CS,
do(deliver(SA,revoke(Stmnt),registrar).

An agent holding the role of sys admin may ask for the revocation of any certificate.

Figure 4. Fragment of law HM dealing with creation and revocation of credentials by system admin-
istrators.

R9. sent(X,appointProxy([role(proxy doctor),id(N),key(K)]),admin) :-
role(doctor)@CS, id(D)@CS,
if proxy(N’)@CS then

(do(deliver(X,revoke*([requester(D)]),pub)), do(-proxy(N’)))
do(deliver(D,certify([role(proxy doctor),id(N),key(K),requester(D)],admin),
do(+proxy(N)).

An agent, that has role(doctor) established by an authorized issuer, may send an appointProxy message. Note, that the
certificate will contain, in addition to the initial statement, the term requester(D) . Additionally, if X has previously appointed
N’ to act as his proxy, then this certificate is automatically revoked.

R10. sent(D,order(O),S) :-
role(doctor)@CS or role(proxy doctor)@CS,
do(deliver).

Only an agent certified to be a doctor or a proxy for a doctor may send an order.

Figure 5. Fragment of law HM dealing with patient orders

siders the issue of regulated certificate management is Oa-
sis [7]. There are several distinctions between Oasis and the
mechanism presented here. First, the system deals only with
a special type of certificates, namely certificates establish-
ing roles. Second, while Oasis supports policies regulating
certificate creation of comparable sophistication to ours, the
range of revocation policies is far narrower. In their frame-
work, policies deal only with propagation of revoked certifi-
cates; Oasis does not attempt to regulate the (more general)
case of who is allowed to revoke a certificate, and in what
conditions. Finally, certificate management is viewed in iso-
lation of the activity using the certificates.

6 Conclusion

Management of creation and revocation of digital cer-
tificates is one of the most complex aspects of distributed
access-control. Usually certificate management is per-
formed manually, by trusted agents, and it is rarely formal-
ized. We have argued that such an approach is expensive,
error-prone and might impose a high degree of strain on a
system. To deal with these problems we have proposed in
this paper a mechanism for the specification of a wide range
of certificate management policies, and for their enforce-
ment.

Of course, it is not possible to automate entirely certifi-
cate management. For example, in the hospital scenario,
issuing or revoking a doctor or a sale officer certificate re-
quires human intervention. It is worth noting, however, that



R11. sent(SO,issue(PO),S) :-
role(sale officer)@CS,
do(+ pending(PO,S)),
do(deliver(SR,certify(PO),admin)).

An agent may issue a PO only if it has a term role(sale officer) in its control state. If this is the case then the following
actions will be taken: (1) a term pending(PO,S) is added to the control state to record the name of supplier S, and (2) a request
to certify PO is sent to admin.

R12. arrived(admin,certified(PO,Cert),SO) :-
pending(PO,S)@CS, do(-pending(PO,S)),
do(deliver(SO,[PO,Cert],S).

Whenadmin respondsby sendingCert, a certificate for PO, the purchaseorder together with the certificate are delivered to supplier
S, the intended destination.

Figure 6. Fragment of law HM dealing with purchase orders

these operations occur far less frequently than issuing a PO,
or appointing a nurse as a doctor-proxy. It follows then, that
a potentially small base of manually issued certificates can
be used to establish a considerably larger number of digital
credentials. Moreover, as various business activities are per-
formed more and more electronically, it is likely that there
will be a significant trend towards expressing and maintain-
ing credentials digitally. This, in turn, might make the man-
ual process entirely obsolete.
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